Good thing that 2004 is a leap year, because scientists and science policymakers may need that extra day to keep up with what is expected to be an eventful annum. ScienceScope offers some tips on what's coming:
Growing pains. The European Union will gain 10 members in May, adding new voices to science policy debates. For instance, the new members, mostly former Eastern Bloc nations, have been friendlier to genetically modified crops than cautious Germany and the United Kingdom. On embryo research, the newcomers are as divided as the old guard. Czech scientists have derived human embryonic stem cells using government funds, but largely Roman Catholic Poland is expected to align with countries such as Italy, Germany, and Austria, which back limits on E.U.-funded embryo studies. 2004 could also bring a change at the E.U. research policy helm. It is not yet clear whether E.U. research commissioner Philippe Busquin will run for a second term when his current one ends in November.
Heavenly science. Although human space flight is on hold, NASA's planetary science program is racing ahead. Two rovers are slated to land on Mars this month to join a European orbiter and lander. Meanwhile, a mission to Mercury will launch by summer, and a spacecraft designed to blast a hole in a comet will go in December. But the most spectacular news may come from a July visit to Saturn by Cassini as part of its 4-year tour of Titan and other saturnian moons. And on Christmas Eve 2004, a European-built probe will attempt to land on Titan's surface.
Sharing old news. New U.S. guidelines on sharing hot hominid fossils may arrive. The National Science Foundation (NSF) has set a 1 February deadline for paleoanthropologists to respond to a survey (www.nsf.gov/sbe/bcs/common/ dataaccess/start.htm) on sharing fossil data, which has been the subject of much controversy (Science, 30 August 2002 , p. 1464 . Harvard University paleoanthropologist David Pilbeam and NSF officials will review the responses and then offer recommendations.
"We want to get a sense of what people think is reasonable and equitable," says Mark Weiss, NSF program director for physical anthropology, adding that the agency is not looking to create "the fossil police." ScienceScope WOODS HOLE, MASSACHUSETTS-More than a year after controversy erupted over whether a microbe called Pfiesteria has caused massive fish kills on the U.S. East Coast, questions about the research have deepened. The lab that tagged Pfiesteria as a potent fish killer faces ongoing skepticism in part because it has declined to share its "toxic" cultures with critics. And one lab that did receive cultures has failed to confirm that Pfiesteria has an unusually complex life cycle that includes an amoeboid form.
At a meeting here last month, * researchers heard some good news, however: Two rival groups began discussing plans to figure out together why only one of them has found evidence that Pfiesteria produces a fishkilling toxin.
Researchers say the collegial tone was a breakthrough in a field that has been riven by disputes about the work of Pfiesteria expert JoAnn Burkholder, who with North Carolina State University colleague Howard Glasgow first linked the dinoflagellate to fish kills. The same meeting 3 years ago was so contentious that some scientists walked out, says organizer Don Anderson. "The atmosphere was much better" this time, says Anderson, an algae expert at Woods Hole Oceanographic Institution in Massachusetts. Burkholder did not attend, however, because of an illness in her family.
In spite of the collegiality, however, attendees left without resolving a critical public health question: Does Pfiesteria pose a significant risk to wild fish and humans?
Burkholder and colleagues have blamed Pfiesteria for killing millions of fish since 1991 and sickening fishers and lab workers. But researchers have not yet fully characterized a toxin. Some have even suggested that fish deaths in the lab may not be caused by a toxin. Last year, a team led by fish pathologist Wolfgang Vogelbein of the Virginia Institute of Marine Science (VIMS) in Gloucester Point reported in Nature that Gut decision. Physicists will choose the basic technology for the innards of a proposed $6 billion, 30-kilometer-long particle smasher known as the linear collider. They must decide between two radically different designs for the "radio frequency cavities" that will push particles to immense energies. A German-led team is developing superconducting cavities; American and Japanese researchers are concentrating on more conventional copper ones. An international panel of 12 experts will recommend one design by year's end, says Maury Tigner, chair of the International Linear Collider Steering Committee. "It will be extremely difficult," Tigner says. But things will only get tougher: Physicists will then have to persuade politicians to fund the machine.
Repair mission. The White House hopes to bind up a fraying half-century-old partnership with academia. Taxpayers funnel $25 billion a year to universities for R&D. But the money comes with a growing set of rules-on everything from cost reimbursement to experiments with human subjects-that drive campus officials crazy. To ease tensions, last year the White House formed an interagency panel to study ways to improve research business models. "Most of these problems have been around for decades," admits panel co-chair Connie Atwell of the National Institutes of Health. "But what's different is that we have … [a] science adviser who's determined to make things happen." Will this attempt succeed where others have failed? Don't bet the rent.
Genomes for all. Instead of just piling
up genome data on humans and key model organisms, the Department of Energy's Joint Genome Institute (JGI) in Walnut Creek, California, will soon be decoding new DNA sequences that could help answer key evolution and development questions. It will devote about 60% of its sequencing capacity-about 2.5 billion bases per month-to an array of unsequenced organisms that could range from the leech to the armadillo. "Everything is on the table," says JGI evolutionary biologist Jeffrey Boore, as investigators in fields from geology to developmental biology are invited to apply.
Meanwhile, the mouse genome will be finished and should be as complete as the human one. And draft blueprints of the chimp, rat, honeybee, and a fruit fly called Drosophila pseudoobscura will soon follow, as will those of pathogens including the bugs that cause sleeping sickness and Chagas disease.
Our solar system has lived in a hospitable part of the Milky Way for nearly 5 billion years. But most of the galaxy's other inhabited systems-if they exist-would have had even longer to nurture life, according to a study on page 59. The analysis intrigues astronomers who dare ponder the conditions for complex life elsewhere, but others warn that we know too little about those conditions for the research to mean much.
The study explores the physical requirements for a "galactic habitable zone" (GHZ), a term coined in 2001 by astronomer Guillermo Gonzalez, now at Iowa State University in Ames, and colleagues. They identified the life-friendly zone as a narrow annulus of stars in the middle of our galaxy's disk, the plane within which our sun revolves. Planetary systems closer to the crowded galactic center would face too much danger from exploding supernovas and passing stars that stir up comets, the team reasoned. And stars in the sparse outskirts wouldn't contain enough heavy elements to spawn planets like Earth.
The logic made sense, says astronomer Charles Lineweaver of the University of New South Wales in Sydney, Australia. In the current study, he and two computational astrophysicists retraced the arguments taking a more rigorous approach. In particular, they applied a detailed model of how the key elements of terrestrial planets have built up in the galaxy since its birth, produced by the flash fusions of supernovas. They also considered what Lineweaver calls "Earth destroyers": giant planets that migrate, formed by stars rich in heavy elements. Finally, the researchers included the time needed for complex organisms to arise. With no easy way to decide this slippery factor, they adopted Earth's time scale of 4 billion years as typical. "We don't assume that complex life exists, or that it is common or rare," Lineweaver notes.
When they crunched the numbers, the researchers found that a habitable ring of stars emerged about 8 billion years ago and 25,000 light-years from the galaxy's coreroughly the sun's distance today. This zone has slowly spread toward and away from the galactic center since then, a spread not evident in the study by Gonzalez and his colleagues. All told, the authors conclude that the GHZ has embraced fewer than 10% of the stars ever born in the Milky Way.
Moreover, about three-quarters of the stars in the zone today are older than Earth-indeed, 1 billion years older, on average. "If you're interested in whether extraterrestrial intelligence has evolved, this should be a sobering result," Lineweaver says. "A billion years is a long, long time."
Gonzalez lauds the work. "Our paper was not as quantitative in terms of the chemical evolution of the galaxy," he says. Other astronomers, however, think the galaxy's influences on extraterrestrial biology are too myriad for a basic astrophysical analysis to grasp. "We hardly understand the origin of life, let alone the evolution of complex life," says astronomer Mario Livio of the Space Telescope Science Institute in Baltimore, Maryland. "Until we do, it is extraordinarily difficult to talk about habitable zones."
Astronomer Virginia Trimble of the University of California, Irvine, who considered the galaxy's habitability in 1997, agrees. "Quantitative isn't necessarily any better unless you can be sure you assigned the right numbers," she says. For instance, if complex life typically takes twice as long to arise as it did on Earth, then older stars nearer the galactic center would be the best abodesdespite the supernovas and close neighbors. "I think the authors may have attached too much importance to the dangers of the environment there," she notes.
Lineweaver encourages the debate. "When life is mentioned, astronomers have winced and haven't talked about it. It's been a taboo," he says. "I'd like to convince the astrobiology community that there is credence to this approach."
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Are Most Life-Friendly Stars Older Than the Sun?
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In the zone. A ring spreading within the Milky Way (green zone, bottom to top) embraces the galaxy's life-friendly stars.
